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O

ur Fall Mini-Meet will be held in Bend on
September 17, coinciding with the popular
Bend train show hosted by the Eastern
Cascades Model Railroad Club.
The meeting will be held in the East Bend Branch,
Deschutes Public Library at 62080 Dean Swift Road,
Suite 170. Doors open at 10 AM and the program
begins at 10:30. There will not be a lunch break and no
food is permitted in the library. The program will end
about 1 PM. The Board of Directors will meet
afterwards at a restaurant.
Each mini-meet includes a model contest. First
Division invites members to enter their models in
contests. Models of any scale are welcome in the
contest, and the photograph may be color or black and
white, and may have a prototype or model railroad
subject. Contest categories are:
1. Locomotive
2. Rolling Stock
3. Structure
4. Photograph
5. Miscellaneous
If you are unsure, bring your model or photograph and
talk to Christopher Jones, our Contest Chair.
Participants must be an NMRA member in good
standing.
Mini-meets also include clinics and presentations.
We have not had many hands-on clinics recently,
although there is an interest in providing these.
Presentations often present local historic or prototype
railroad information, but can also involve just about any
topic germane to model railroading. If you have a
presentation or clinic, including a hands-on clinic you
would like to lead, contact Glenn Edmison at
gedmison@aol.com or Rich Pitter at 541-636-3833 or
richpitter@aol.com.
Mark your calendar and make plans to attend. The
Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club train show will
carry over to Sunday, September 18, and is always
popular with the public. Find out more online at
http://ecmrr.org.

Disclaimer. This article is not a substitute for reading
the official Free-mo standards for HO scale found at
http://www.free-mo.org/standard. This article does not
cover all of the standards. Our primary purpose is to
provide a starting point for new Free-mo modelers and
to share the experiences of modelers who went through
the process of building their first modules. The authors
also acknowledge that some clubs and Free-mo groups
have “local” standards that go beyond the “official”
ones. We have made no effort to review or include such
“super-standards” but recognize that they are often
valuable and worthy of consideration.
As you consider building a Free-mo module, one of the
first things that you will dream about is the size and
shape of your platform. You should build strong and
light, and no larger than what you can move yourself.
Consider the following before setting out to buy
materials or begin construction:
1. What is your budget?
2. How will you transport your modules?
3. Where will you store your modules?
4. How will your modules fit with other modules?
5. Will you emphasize scenery or operations?
Free-mo modules take many shapes and sizes but to
connect with other modules you must comply with
some simple and basic standards.
Endplates
The endplates define the points where modules are
joined. For both functionality and appearance, the
width of each module at the endplates must follow the
standards. A single-track main line must have a 24-inch
width (S2.2) and a double track main line module must
have a 26-inch width (S2.3). These measurements
include the fascia so take that into account when you are
cutting the endplates for your module. If you mount
your side rails on the outside of the endplate, those will
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also need to be included in the width calculations.
Both double and single track endplates measure 6inches tall (S2.2 and S2.3). The measurement is taken
from the bottom of the end plate to the top of the
platform deck but not the track at the end plate. Here
again, if you are installing a base for your scenery in the
form of plywood where the plywood is on top of the end
plate, the height measurement must include the
thickness of the plywood. There is an additional
discussion of top-side materials below.
Endplates should be high quality 3/4-inch birch
plywood or “equivalent” (S2.1) A recommended
practice is to avoid the use of dimensional lumber
because of warping and cupping with age and
environmental changes (RP2.1.1). If possible, try to
avoid the use of dimensional lumber nearly everywhere
as you build your modules.
Are there exceptions to the width requirements?
Yes. Where needed for specialized trackwork or
scenery, “mini-mo” (or mini-modules) may be
incorporated in a setup. These modules may be
narrower than those described above but are considered
to be a sub-set of the Free-mo standards (S1.5.3). Other
standards do apply.
There should be a “clearance zone” on the inside of
each endplate to allow modules to be clamped together.
C-clamps are commonly used but that is not a
requirement. The clearance zone is centered on each
endplate and extends upward two inches. The zone
width is not specified but an allowance of six inches (or
more) should be adequate.

plywood and may be mounted inside or outside of the
endplate. At this point, consider the overall weight of
your module. The material that you choose for side rails
must strike a balance between strength and effort
required to move your module from place to place. If
you choose to use, say, 3/4-inch plywood for the side
rails, you could save a significant amount of weight by
cutting away part of the material (think of the interior of
an aircraft wing) without sacrificing too much strength.
The same could be said for cross bracing, an essential
element to consider for modules exceeding four feet in
length.
The most common material for fascia is probably
tempered hardboard (Masonite®). The thickness of the
fascia is not specified but, as mentioned above, you
must take the thickness into account when cutting your
endplates. Weight is also a consideration. If you have
side rails that are honeycombed then the fascia adds a
bit of strength.
The official standards do not provide much
guidance regarding fascia and, in fact, do not explicitly
require it. When used, module fascia color must
complement scenery and not draw attention from the
scene (S6.2).
Finally, remember that all Free-mo modules must be
operable and viewable from both sides (S2.11) and you
need to plan for a Digitrax UP5 (LocoNet Universal
Interconnect Panel) or equivalent on both sides of each
module (S4.12). We will more fully discuss that
requirement in a later article.

Diagram of two track Free-mo endplate, borrowed from the Official
Standard.

Reinforcements
Do not underestimate the stresses placed on your
module. Torque will be applied as you move your
modules into and out of vehicles or trailers, and as
modules are connected at setups. The legs can also
increase twisting forces as modules are moved about.
The longer the module, the more you should consider
cross-member supports and diagonal bracing to prevent
racking.
A good practice is to add corner bracing as you
construct your module. Corner bracing can be as simple
as adding 2-inch by 2-inch blocks. Just make sure that
the corners stay square as you add the blocks. Of course,
if you have angled ends as described below, the
blocking material must have the appropriate angle.
On a four-foot module, the addition of simple
perpendicular bracing for the side rails can add stability.
For longer modules, consider diagonal bracing similar
to that shown on the next page.

Diagram of two-track endplate, taken from Official Standard

The clearance zone will take some abuse as
modules are repeatedly attached so adding a piece of
Masonite® or other replaceable material to define the
zone might be a good idea.
Side Rails and Fascia
In its most basic form, a Free-mo module takes the
shape of a simple box. Side rails can be cut from
2
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good idea. If you opt for folding legs you should design
a solid area on the bottom side of the platform to which
you can attach the leg brackets. For ease of
construction, cost, transportation and adjustability, leg
pockets and removable legs may be your best option.
The leg pockets must withstand considerable stress
during construction and when modules are being
connected at events. A simple but very strong leg pocket
can be constructed using 3/4-inch plywood cut from the
same stock that you used for the endplates. For strength,
use wood glue in addition to nails or screws to make
each pocket. Secure them to the frame (side rails) using
similar materials.

There is a recommended but generally
undocumented practice that you should consider. Many
clubs and groups construct their modules with a solid
piece of plywood extending 6-inches from the top of the
endplate. The standards state that the sub-roadbed must
be 1/2-inch plywood, or equivalent (S2.4). The
standards also state that through route track must be
perpendicular (S3.5), straight and level for six inches
from the endplates (S3.6). If you are constructing a
module that has solid plywood topside then you should
easily meet these requirements. If you are using other
materials such as spline or extruded foam insulation (to
save weight) then solid plywood for six inches from the
endplate will help keep corners aligned and prevent a
swayback module once the track and scenery is
installed. It also ensures a dead flat surface at the
module end to prevent 'ski jumps' track that is not
perfectly level at the end of a module and causes large
vertical displacement in engines and rolling stock
resulting in unintentional uncoupling or derailments.

Leg pocket with key-hole lock. Alan Ashton photo.

Top-side
Now we come to the scenery base. The simplest
method to cover the top may be to cut a piece of 1/2-inch
plywood or equivalent to conform to the shape of your
module. This may be easy and add strength but will add
considerable weight to the module. You can reduce the
weight by “cookie cutting” and removing some
material where there are no track or scenery elements
that require a firm plywood base.
Alternative construction methods include spline
®
(using wood strips or Masonite ) or extruded foam
insulation. Spline has the advantage of making
easements easier and also saves weight. Foam
insulation provides an easy surface on which to model
track and scenery and saves weight. Some groups have
reported issues with foam shrinkage resulting in
retirement of modules from active use because track
standards could no longer be met. Recommendations
are to only use foam for the scenery base, and use wood
or spline for the rail sub-roadbed.
The standards do not specify which material(s) you
should use, but emphasize the need to reinforce foam

Leg Pockets
Each module should have at least four legs and be
capable of standing on its own (S2.8). Exceptions may
be made for mini-modules but those options are not
discussed here. Beyond the need to be free-standing, the
standards do not specify how legs are to be constructed
or be attached to the module. Two methods are
common: leg pockets and fold-down leg assemblies.
Leg details will be discussed in a later article but if
removable legs are your choice then installing the
pockets during construction of the platform is a very
3
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insulation to prevent sagging and flexing (S2.4).

Angled endplates
The Free-Mo (free module) concept allows you to
build any size and shape of module as long as the
endplates meet the standards. This means the shackles
of square dominos are off, and you can have angled
endplates which allows the introduction of sweeping
curves, not only in track but in the flow of the modules
as well. This is strongly encouraged by participants to
have setups and mainline flow more prototypically and
avoid long dead-straight runs of mainline (see figure
next page). As you dream and design, there are a couple
of things to keep in mind with regard to the standards:
1. S3.5 “Track on the through route must be
perpendicular to the endplate for 6 inches from each end
of the module.”
2. S3.6 “Track on the through route must be straight
and level for 6 inches from each end of the module.”
3. S3.12 “The minimum permitted curve radius on a
through route of a Mainline Module is 42 inches. This
includes through track sidings and other tracks where
through traffic will run.”
4. S3.2 “The centerline of the all tracks shall be 4
inches or more from the sides of the module at all
times.” This arises because the greater the angle at the
endplate, the narrower the module will be. (See
diagram below.)
5. Flat face joints are strong and neat. Match angles
on all pieces you join. (See diagram below.)

24”

11.25°

24”

24”

Curves
One of the really interesting elements that Free-mo
allows is very large radius curves. The standards say
that “curves on the through route of a mainline module
shall be appropriate for mainline operation of
contemporary long cars”, but S3.12 also states that the
minimum permitted curve radius on a through route of a
mainline module is 42 inches which includes through
track sidings and other tracks where through traffic will
run. Large radius curves are seldom possible on home
layouts and even on many mid- to large-sized layouts.
Even a gentle bend adds interest and realism at a Freemo event.
While 42 inches is the minimum radius on
mainlines, the recommended practice (RP3.12.1) states
that 48 inch and larger curves are preferred.
The introduction of large radius curves does place
some restrictions upon module design and construction.
For example, it is probably not practical to have a
curved mainline on a single four foot module and still
have the track aligned at both endplates. But through the
coordination of two or more adjacent modules it can
easily be accomplished. The most common method for
introducing curves is to angle your endplates.

0°
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Top view of module with increasingly higher endplate angles; note how module width decreases as endplate angle increases. The
cross represents the 6" of perpendicular track per S3.5. (Frank Wilhelm drawing)

24”

Top view of module frame; endplate width (corner to corner)
must be either 24" for single track modules, or 26" for double
track modules. Blue is fascia material added to plywood side
frame and needs to be included in overall width. (Frank
Wilhelm)

Elevations
The maximum track elevation, measured from the
floor to the rail head, is 62 inches (S2.7). Just as with
curves, any elevation in the track will impact module
dimensions. Since the maximum grade on a mainline
module is 2.0 percent or approximately 1/4 inch per foot
of track (S3.14), having a grade on a single four foot
module wouldn't make much prototypical sense.
4
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There are no specific guidelines in either the
standards or recommended practices. However,
introducing a depressed center module at a Free-mo
event will require some cosmetic and visual
adjustments. Because most clubs and groups publish
requirements for fascia colors and the addition of skirts,
some considerations should be undertaken to ensure
that the module fits in to the ebb and flow of the scenery.
®
It should be easy enough to add some Velcro strips to
accommodate the “dip” in the layout.

If grades are desired, and they do add interest to a
layout, it will probably be accomplished only through
the coordination of adjacent modules.
Depressions
Nearly everyone likes to see a train on a bridge or
trestle. If you want elevation changes on your module
so that trains can pass over a river or ravine you can add
a “depressed center” to your module design. This
requires only structural changes to the module since in
most cases you won't be changing track elevations or
introducing a curve at the same time (although both are
possible).

A depressed center module under construction. (Jerry Barsness
photo)

Another depressed center module with track and some scenery.
(Frank Wilhelm photo)
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apartments. Upstairs rooms were used at times by
community organizations for meetings, and during at
least one coal miners' strike, these rooms served as an
informal "lock-up" for the company police.
Modeling the structure was a challenge since, while
there are many photos of the company store and the
station, very few photographers thought this drab
concrete block building was worth the time to preserve
on film.
Even determining dimensions was
problematic. It appeared I would have to estimate the
size of the building and the location of doors and
windows by counting the stone blocks, which measure
8 by 8 inches and are 16 inches long. A local Broad Top
resident provided me with photos of the front and sides
of the building, which helped move the project along.

Certificate in Prototype Modeling - Part 2
By Russ Norris
Russ Norris is a member of the HUB Division, North
Eastern Region, NMRA. This article is reprinted with
his permission from the HUB Division's newsletter, the
HUB Headlight. Although First Division members
often do not model eastern coal hauling railroads, this
article contains the methodology for constructing a
prototypical scene, including researching historical
data from archives, determining or estimating
dimensions and drawing plans that you can use for
construction, and selecting appropriate materials to
represent things like walls, roofs, and windows. You
may want to model a station, town scene, or industrial
spur in the West, either from your early memories or
from photos you recall. Russ has prepared an excellent
article that explains how he captured an iconic
historical scene on his layout. --Ed.

T

his is the second part of my article about
obtaining the Prototype Modeling AP
Certificate. The first installment gave some of
the history and background of the coal mining and
railroad town of Robertsdale, Pennsylvania, and how I
built two of the historic buildings that were part of its
Company Square.
This installment details the
construction of the remaining two buildings in the
prototype model.

Old Post Office

Now I had both left and right side views as well as a
full frontal picture of the building. But there were no
pictures of the rear of the structure, and still I had the
challenge of determining height, width, and window
and door sizes. Also, I was puzzled by the rectangular
area on the right side of the first floor that appeared to
have had extensive repair work at some point in time.
That mystery was solved when I found a
photograph from the 1950s that showed the front of the
building with a long plate glass store window on the
first floor. When they acquired the building, the FEBT
restored the building to its original configuration. The
plate glass window was a later addition, so it was
eliminated. But since I model the EBT in the 1950s, I
decided to include the window. It provided me with an
excuse for modeling the interior of the building, a plus
since it was located at the edge of the layout. A b o u t
this time I also came across a set of field notes drawn by
Gary Hart in May of 1989. These notes included
detailed drawings of both the old post office and the
company office building across the street. What's
more, they included a full set of dimensions for both
buildings, including the back of the old post office.
This was the first time I had any idea of what the back of
the building looked like. One discovery was a 4 by 6

The Old Post Office
The East Broad Top Railroad was a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Rockhill Iron and Coal Company,
which developed the mines along the eastern flank of
Broad Top Mountain. The Company's original office
building in Robertsdale was located across the tracks
from the railroad station. Constructed in 1915, it was
a gray rectangular structure built with the same
molded concrete blocks as the station. The ground
floor housed several local businesses while company
offices were located on the second floor. In 1917, the
company moved into a new office building across the
street and the old offices on the second floor were
converted into apartments. The first floor became the
post office.
In recent years, the old post office was acquired,
along with the station, by the FEBT, which converted
both buildings into a museum. The post office moved
into the former Rockhill Iron and Coal Company office
building across the street. The old post office had a
varied and often colorful history. At times the building
housed a barber shop, a shoe shop, offices and
6
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foot "porch" on the second floor. A door provided entry
to second floor apartments by an external staircase.
With photos and dimensions in hand, the next step
was to decide how to model the stone block walls of this
simple structure. As mentioned earlier, the FEBT
company store offers sheets of resin stone blocks in HO
scale. Based on Gary Hart's field notes, two sheets
would be sufficient. The walls were cut out and braced
with styrene. The old post office is capped with a hip
roof. Photos of the building suggest that it was roofed
with diamond pattern shingles. Gary Hart's field
drawings also indicate that there was a three-foot
overhand and that the slope of the roof was 4/12. I
produced scale drawings of the roof panels, transferred
the panels to styrene, cut them out, and cemented them
together. The roof was then cemented to a rectangular
base to keep the entire assembly rigid. For roofing I
used Bollinger Edgerly Scale Trains (B.E.S.T.) HO
scale self-adhesive laser cut shingles, item 3011, with a
dark gray diamond cut.
Finishing touches were then added to the model.
Styrene channel was used above and below the plate
glass window to simulate a concrete sill and lintel. The
entrance to the new post office across the street had a
sign indicating "United States Post Office Robertsdale,
Pennsylvania." I cut the sign from a photo and glued it
over the door of the old post office. Glazing and
window treatments were applied and the building was
ready for the layout.

September 2016

Company Offices Front

The company office building was constructed
around 1916-17 on Main Street, across the tracks from
the company store. The two-and-a-half-story structure
features brick corbels at its cornices, as well as
decorative brick quoins, lintels, sills and door
surrounds. The structure was originally valued at
$2,000 in the Huntingdon County tax records, making it
the most expensive single building in Robertsdale,
except for the Company Store. Here is a view of the rear
of the building, the side that faces the aisle on my
layout.

Old Post Office Model

Company Offices Rear

The Rockhill Iron and Coal Company Office
Building
Incorporated in 1872, the Rockhill Iron and Coal
Company (RICC) developed the coal and mineral
resources on the east side of Broad Top Mountain in
southern Huntingdon County. The coal company office
building was the most unique and challenging structure
in "company square.”

Like the company store and the old post office, there
is no kit for this building. Scratchbuilding would be
challenging, to say the least. The original building was
constructed from Sears and Roebuck molded stone
blocks, just like the old post office and the station;
however, the decorative brick trim makes this
considerably more complicated. How could I model
such complex brickwork, especially on the corners,
where the bricks are interspersed with the stone blocks?
Fortunately, the FEBT offers printed sheets of the
stone blocks and brick trim in several scales. I ordered a
7
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set of these in HO scale, and received a mailing tube
with two large sheets of paper stone and brick siding.
The material was more than enough to cover the
building. Special brickwork for the corners, lintels,
sills, cornice and chimney could be easily cut to size
with a straight edge and X-Acto knife.
With the problem of the brick and stone walls
resolved, the project could move ahead in much the
same way as the old post office building. I used Gary
Hart's indispensable field notes to measure and cut
styrene sheet to the dimensions on the drawings. Aside
from the fancy brickwork, the building is basically a
large rectangle. After the walls were cut to size, holes
for the windows and doors were cut out.
The field notes also helped solve a dilemma
regarding the double doors that today open out onto the
porch roof. In conversations with long-time residents
of Robertsdale, no one seemed able to explain why the
doors were there. But a notation on the field notes
specified that the doors were a recent addition and that,
in 1956, when the EBT closed down, there was a double
window in the center of the building facing the tracks.
Accordingly, I cut an opening for windows rather
than for a door, since I model the year 1950 on my
layout. I also found a photo from the late 1940's
showing the end of the building facing Main Street.
That photo shows that before the EBT ceased
operations, there was no door on the end of the building.
It was clearly added later for the post office. As built,
the two ends of the structure were identical, with two
double windows on each floor. This is how I
constructed the model.
On the prototype, the front of the building faced the
EBT tracks. Unfortunately, on my layout, the building
lies between the tracks and the aisle, which means that
the viewer sees the back of the building, as shown here.
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though somewhat spartan in detail, remains interesting
because of the two rear projections, the small window
and door, and the chimney, all of which help to give the
structure definition.
The last phase of constructing the company office
building was the hip roof. For the most part, I was able
to follow the same process I used to build the old post
office. But there was one significant difference
between the two. The two and a half story office
building has dormers on both ends, each of which also
has a hip roof!
Fortunately, the building was
constructed so that the peak of the dormer roof is on a
line with the peak of the main roof, so I was able to cut
front and back roofs as a single unit including the roof of
the dormer. As in the construction of the old post office,
I again used gray diamond shingles from B.E.S.T. With
the roof complete and the windows glazed, the only
details left were the front and rear porch roofs (I covered
them with a reddish tar paper from Builders in Scale)
and the chimney.

Company Offices Model, Front View

That's it for this installment. The next installment
reviews the process of comparing the prototype and
model photos as required by the Prototype AP
Certificate.
irst Division welcomes new members Greg
Kent, Daniel and Vicki Toneges and Andrew
Paulson, whose membership was reported to the
Superintendent since the previous issue of the
Brakeman’s Rag was released. We encourage each of
you to attend our mini-meets and get to know other
members.

F

W

e sadly inform you that Dirk Kruysman
passed away a few days ago. Dirk was our
Paymaster and an important leader in First
Division and Pacific Northwest Region for decades.
He will be missed.

Company Offices Model, Rear View

There is simply no room to put the structure
anywhere else. Fortunately, the rear of the building,
8
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In the '80's, my son's music teacher held concerts in
Reno. His students ranged from elementary school
students to adults; they had studied under him for
various lengths of time. He told me that beginning
students were given simplified arrangements of the
music and that advanced students played progressively
more demanding arrangements. The music sounded
wonderful. His students gained expertise by doing what
they could each time, and most advanced their skills
each year.
Isn't that concept something we could use in model
railroading?
In model railroading magazines and NMRA
Magazine, only exceptional models and model
building articles get published. That's like publishing
Ph.D. theses, ignoring the work of others and the
importance of teaching skills and techniques to
modelers. I like to see wonderful articles, but it takes
many skills just to say, scratch build a flatcar that you
can run on a train. Maybe the magazines are the wrong
media for this; perhaps the EduTRAIN should look into
this, if it has not already done so.
How can we teach modelers the skills and
techniques that are used to build a freight car from
scratch? In addition to evaluating models for Merit
Awards, shouldn't NMRA have a program that teaches
skills and techniques relevant to say, scratch building
freight and passenger cars, locomotives, structures,
trackwork and wiring, and scenery? Imagine that: a
gradual learning curve to help you go from running outof-the-box trains to actually building your railroad!
Wow, what a benefit that would be to NMRA members.
But, such a program needs volunteer teachers,
evaluators, and participants. Indeed, most participants
who complete various skills would be expected to teach
and help others. It would take an initiative to get started,
but look at what it could yield. This is how we could get
more model train enthusiasts to actually become model
railroaders. This is something really valuable that
NMRA could offer.
So, am I right or wrong? I say you need lots of skills
to build rolling stock. Do you have those skills? Build a
flatcar that operates, or a boxcar or hopper or a coach.
You determine the scale, era, and other details. It doesn't
need to be a Merit Award level, just something that
looks right and runs. Prove me wrong. Send me your
photos and some information. And let me know if you
tried, but still need help with skills and techniques.
Either that, or submit other materials to me for
publication in a future issue of Brakeman's Rag and
save me the editorial rant.

Editorial

O

ne of the hazards of having an Editor is that his
rants and ramblings are likely to fill the blank
space in your Brakeman's Rag that arises
because he doesn't receive enough photos and articles
for the issue.
We have model contests and merit award
evaluations at conventions and mini-meets with the
assumption that modelers will contribute models to the
contests and for evaluations. I suspect that only a few
modelers comfortably develop those skills. NMRA
asks us for more participation in AP, but you don't go
from playing with trainsets to building top quality
models without learning many skills and techniques
along the way.
Over 1,000 people attended the National
Convention in Indianapolis this summer. Over 400
models were entered in the contests and displays. One
would expect many winners. Page 24 of the September
issue of the NMRA Magazine has the judged prize
individual winners. Of 39 prize-winning models, Dave
Roeder, MMR, entered 16, Jim Allen 7, John Santel 3,
two people 2 apiece, and nine others 1 apiece. Granted,
the National Convention was probably the ideal venue
for Dave Roeder, MMR and Jim Allen, to show off their
prize models. I congratulate them for that. But only
fourteen modelers captured all the judged prizes at a
National Convention. To me, this indicates that
NMRA members are either not participating or not
learning how to build excellent models.
I will rebut this claim by stating several points: (1)
NMRA supports AP, and model builders who receive
less-than-passing Merit Award scores are generally
given pointers to help them improve; (2) there are so
many tips, techniques, and procedures involved in the
hobby that are covered in magazines and online that it
has not been considered to cover tips and techniques per
se in a series of articles or clinics; and (3) NMRA was
formed to standardize industry, to provide modelers
with ability to operate equipment from all
manufacturers, and not primarily as an educational
institution for the modelers (NMRA members)
themselves. These are valid reasons, but I think NMRA
should and can do better.
I invite each of the Indianapolis prize winners to
submit articles on model building, or perhaps on how
they learned model-building skills, for publication in
the Brakeman's Rag.
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September - December 2016
Sat. Sept 17: First Division Mini-Meet, East Bend Public Library, 9AM - 3PM. More details will be provided
in the September issue of Brakeman’s Rag.
Sept 17-18: Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club Open House. More details will be provided in the
September issue of Brakeman’s Rag.
Nov. 26-27: 39th Annual Rogue Valley Railroad Show, Jackson County Expo, 1 Peninger Rd., Central Point,
OR Sat. 10-5; Sun 10-4. New location (previously held in the Medford Armory). Info: Bruce McGarvey
541-890-8145.
Nov, 26-27, Dec. 3-4B CSME Open House, 7755 Vandenberg Ave., Corvallis. Http://www.csme1959.org/
events.html.
Dec. 3-4: Rickreall Train Show, Polk Station Rail, Rickreall Grange, 280 Main St. (Rte. 99W). Rickreall. 8-2
both days.
Local Railroad Clubs
These clubs are not affiliated with NMRA but have members in NMRA and have expressed an interest in hosting
First Division members as guests and prospective new club members.
The Atlantic & Pacific N-gineers meet near downtown Junction City. They operate a permanent mobile 50’ x
24’ L-shaped DCC layout that they display at shows in the region. For meeting information, contact Mike
Adams at mdadams006@aol.com or 541-913-5865.
The Corvallis Society of Model Engineers meets every Wednesday at 7 PM. Visitors are welcome. The club
is located in an old gas station at 7155 Vandenberg Ave. in Adair Village, about 6 miles north of downtown
Corvallis on Highway 99W. For information, visit club website at www.csme1959.org.
The Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club and the associated Live Steamers meet on Wednesdays at the
club house, 21540 Modoc Lane (off Ward Road east of Bend), 7-9 PM. Info: http://www.ecmrr.org/ or (541)
317-1545.
The Ochoco Valley Railroad Club meets most every Sunday, 2-4 PM in the club house on the Crook County
Fairgrounds. Contact Brad Peterson at (541) 447-6158 or Glenn Edmison at (541) 617-1110.
The Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club meets on (usually) first Saturday of the month, 10 AM at Medford
Railroad Park. Contact Ron Harten at sprucerr@earthlink.net.
The South Coast Train Club is forming. Beginners to master modelers are welcome. Meetings are held on
third Monday of each month 7 PM at NextHome All State Real Estate, 777 Bayshore Drive (northbound
US101), Coos Bay. Contact Marvin Selzer at 541-888-5080 or csrr100@yahoo.com.
The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club meets Thursday nights at 7 PM in the basement of the law offices
at 880 SE Jackson St. in Roseburg, OR. The club has a modular railroad layout in one room and is building
additional modules. For information, contact Nick Lehrbach at lehrbach@rosenet.net.
The Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club meets the second Saturday of each month at 7 PM at the
Springfield Utility Board Energy & Conservation Services Building, 223 A St., Springfield. For
information, contact Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
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This newsletter doesn’t automatically produce itself,
nor is it prepared somewhere back east by National.
Leaders of groups listed on the previous page, who want
free advertisement of their activities, should send info
for the following four months two weeks prior to the
beginning of every third month of the calendar year.
The next deadline is November 17.
Material from outside the Division is selected to fill
empty space and to advance model railroading for our
readers. First Division members who want to write are
welcome to contact the Editor at any time and discuss
matters. You may also send a photo and caption of
something you built or detailed to the Editor.

The Brakeman’s Rag is the newsletter of First Division,
Pacific Northwest Region, National Model Railroad
Association. The newsletter is published quarterly. All
NMRA members residing within the counties of
Benton, Coos, Crook, Deschutes, Douglas, Jackson,
Josephine, Klamath, Lane, Lincoln, and Linn in Oregon
are considered to be First Division members. First
Division has no dues. The Brakeman’s Rag is
transmitted by email and posted on our web page.
Members who do not have email service receive the
newsletter by U.S. mail with black and white photos.

Paid advertisements

Commercial
Club
Classified
Individual RR Pike

2 x 3 1/2”
$24.00
20.00
16.00
12.00

Advertising rates for one year are:
3 x 3 1/2”
4 x 3 1/2”
$36.00
$48.00
30.00
40.00
24.00
32.00
18.00
24.00
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